
   PINHOE TARGET SHOOTING CLUB.  

Minutes of Committee Meeting held on Thursday 31st March 2022 at 7pm at the club
Meeting opened at 19.00
PERSONS PRESENT
M Taylor (MT), C Burrow (CB), G Cann (GC), D Mackie (DM), R Batten (RBa), A Varden (AV), S For-
syth (SF), R Beard (RB), P Newbery (PNew), L Agates (LA), C Courtney-Baker(CC-B), B Emmerson 
(BE), I Roach (IR), P Wingfield (PW).
APOLOGIES
P Noakes (PN), , R Cudmore (RC), J Pullen (JP), R Boulton (RBoul), P Eatough (PE),  D Truscott (DT),
P Hobbs (PH), P Hagan (PHa),  
MINUTES OF LAST MEETING 
Minutes agreed as correct – proposed by Brian Emmerson, seconded by Claire Courtney-Baker.
MATTERS ARISING 
Training update – Andrew Vardon
See report already circulated prior to the meeting.
Andrew shared that we should be thinking about risk assessment for risk reduction.
After the next RO course is completed on 23/04, we will have around 50 RO’s in the club.
There must be a RO on the range at all times people are shooting. This includes private bookings 
outside club sessions.
Many of our probationers are now moving towards becoming full members so to keep their interest and
to develop the skills in the club, we now need to move to the next stage and train club instructors. 
Ideally, we will need 3 active and committed instructors in each discipline. There will then be a 
consistency in training methods and information being shared.
Brian felt that we have enough expertise in the club already and that we should utilise these members 
rather than rushing forward with organising instructor courses. 
Each discipline has their own NSRA instructor course except benchrest which hasn’t been finalised yet.
Shootes will only be qualified to instruct in the discipline they have completed the course in. Shooters 
will need to have completed the RO course and be a member of the NSRA before they can instruct. 
The next level up is club coach and shooters can only coach in the disciplines that they have 
completed the instructor course in. Andrew has contacted a regional coach, Chrissy Monksummers, 
who can arrange NSRA instructor courses in all the available disciplines – prone, lsr and air. Cost will 
be around £110 per person for the 2-day course, £35 goes to NSRA. 
Each course needs around 10 participants. Chrissy said she could fill any courses with shooters from 
other regions if we can’t enrol enough shooters. There is a shortage of NSRA instructor courses being 
run across the country. Chris does not feel that we will get the uptake of people wanting to train as an 
instructor as he has tried previously but not had much interest.

Committee voted on the proposal from Andrew that he takes organising the instructor courses further 
and finds out whether shooters are interested enough to want to complete the courses.  Result was 11 
for, 0 against, 3 abstentions.   

Procedures for management the new ranges
 Duty Officer instructions and paperwork – process needs simplification as forms are not 

being completed correctly by many DO’s. Change in duty officer sheet and banking form 
needed to reflect the recording of card sales.

Lindsay has revised the form after discussions with Robin, Paul E and Robert. This form to be used 
and all others removed so that there is no confusion over which one to use. Lindsay will complete an 
example copy to keep on the desk and to email out to all full members.

 Location of the duty desk (PW)
Peter feels that the desk is currently in a difficult position to manage both ranges. It was explained that 
the desk will move to the joining section when it is completed so it is more central.

 Ammunition and cash security – Geoff Willis proposal to limit the varieties of ammo for sale – 
proposal circulated prior to meeting.
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The range of ammunition is considered to be satisfactory as we have 3 disciplines that shoot .22 ammo
and each have different requirements of the ammo. The proposal was voted on – all against limiting the
range of ammo available to club members.

 Safety considerations for using the new 50m range – rules and expectations.
There needs to be careful consideration around the operation of the 50m outdoor range. This needs to 
be under close control to avoid any behaviours that could make the range unsafe and risk a shot 
leaving the shooting area. Not only could this cause harm or damage to people or property but would 
close down the range. Therefore some strict rules and expectations will need to be put in place and 
strongly adhered to by anyone using the 50m range.
Everyone who uses the 50m range will need to be a full club member who is competent in the 
discipline they wish to shoot. They will need to complete an induction session on the range before they 
can shoot and be assessed as safe to use the range. Chris and Shaun will create a list of rules and 
expectations and present the induction sessions initially. There will be a list on the wall of what to check
and who has been inducted and therefore has permission to use the range. A non-shooting RCO must 
be present on the range at all times during shooting. When the content of the induction session has 
been agreed then the members will be informed and induction sessions can start.

There was a discussion around how it may be possible to restrict the height that barrels can be raised 
to – extending the roof down or suspending a drain pipe across the range as an appropriate height for 
the discipline so there is a physical barrier. This idea needs to be explored further.

 Club competitions including Pinhoe Trophy 
To be carried forward to the next meeting. Club captains now have the paperwork used for the Pinhoe 
Trophy when it was last run.

 Setting up Not for Profit Microsoft or Google update (SF)
Access has been granted now. Mark Lang has offered to help Shaun with getting it up and running. To 
be discussed further at the next meeting.

 Club air weapons refilling
Need to try the compressor for a bit longer before making a decision as to whether the club should buy 
one. Signs are in place to ensure shooters know they have to pay 50p per fill. Reminder that club air 
guns need to be filled by those using them and not left empty.

 Possibility of selling the corner plot of land (MT)
Vernon Clarke has not been able to track down the owner of the covenant. The way forwards now is to 
apply for outline planning and then take out insurance on the covenant. Planning should be around 
£500. Pre-planning has been completed. It shouldn’t be a problem getting planning permission. Selling 
the plot of land would probably bring in enough money to wipe out the club’s debts. PW proposed that 
we should proceed with outline planning, seconded by DM, 11 agreed and 1 abstention. This was 
agreed to go forward when funds allow.

Website update – IR
Website fully updated and running correctly. There was a problem with the email yesterday but it is 
now functioning correctly. In the last 30 days we’ve had 4500 page hits.

I have added another FAQ “Can I book a single session for someone else as a surprise for them?” 
Saying no, we cannot offer this under our Home Office Licence but you could use our ‘Give it a go’ 
scheme.  This is in response to emails being received asking for this type of thing.
I also moved the Range Booking page from the main menu into the Club Members Only section as it 
does not apply to non-members and could give the impression that anyone could book the ranges. The
range booking system is still at the same URL, it is only the instruction page that has moved.

The new Club Members Only section is now live. I have put the last 3 years of Committee meeting 
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minutes and agenda in behind a password for Committee members only. I have redacted the last two 
meetings minutes and made them available for all Club Members.
New posts added this month included Chairman’s Update, County Dinner and RB’s On Target article.
I have added an events section in the Members only section and published  the results for the 
Okehampton meeting with a picture provided by MT. If we want events and results put on the website, 
similar to the Okehampton page, I need to be given material to use - pictures, results and brief write up
please.

Further suggestion for new content :- Would we like a “For Sale”  page in the members section? A 
good way for older members to sell gear and for new members to buy – unanimously agreed
I would also suggest a page for Club notices in the members only section, this could record information
for reference on such things as the splashback email and changes to procedures. People could then 
refer back to it as required. We decide various things at the Committee meetings and this would be one
way to distribute, document and record them. It could basically be a record of some of Lindsay’s all 
member emails - unanimously agreed
Update on range building project.
 Joining section 
Building is underway, first stage completed and first payment made. Trusses are due mid-April. There 
may be a need for some help to lift them during the week after Easter. Then the roof can go on. It 
should be watertight within a month and finished in around 2 months.
 Work parties
Work party last weekend and most of the jobs that needed to be done have been completed. Need to 
finish the markings etc on the old range to get it re-certified. Lighting needs sorting in this range. The 
garage is now functioning as a store. Thanks to all who helped and to Hazel for providing the bacon 
sandwiches. More work parties will be needed when the joining part is completed for decorating etc.
 Splashback
Most of the splashback on the prone range has been fixed as the back plates have been updated now.
However, it is necessary to be aware of any splashback and to report it to Paul Newbery so we can 
ensure safety on the range.

Extensive damage has been reported on the air range, with damage to the back plates and canvas on 
one firing point in particular. It appears that someone is using an air weapon that is too powerful for the
range and the shots are nowhere near the target which is of great concern.
.177 flat headed pellets should only be used on the 10m range and maximum of 7ft lbs? LA to check 
with Steve Lloyd as a high level competitive air rifle shooter. On the old range or benchrest range .177 
or .22 can be used with domed or flat pellets. It is essential that those shooting on the 10m range are 
aware of the regulations – 2 signs will be needed for the walls of the range to outline what can be used
safely – LA to ask Paddy if he can produce signs when the ft lb limit has been checked.

Last week some serious concerns were raised in the benchrest range with some shots way off target – 
looks like someone has fired with the rifle butt on the table, meaning the shots have gone very high 
and gone into the backstop at an angle. Brian has asked benchrest shooters for any information about 
it but nothing has been shared. There is a concern about safety on the ranges and there was a 
discussion around the need for a range officer to be present on the range whenever shooting is taking 
place. Ideally this should be a non-shooting RCO but it is appreciated that this could be difficult in 
practice.
There will be notices put up to remind shooters that guns can only be loaded when the butt is in the 
shoulder. This is something that the RO should be looking for.
MEMBERSHIP 
New members: 
To probationary membership: 3 – all agreed.

From probationary to full memberships: 7 – all agreed.

7 – all deferred as attendance has not been consistent enough. LA will send out a letter outlining why 
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their full membership hasn’t been agreed at this meeting. These shooters will be considered again at 
the meeting in April.

Social members – 1 - agreed

Correspondence
 Fire extinguishers for old range – quotation circulated prior to meeting

During a recent service it was identified that we need to buy two fire extinguishers as there are none 
within 30 metres of a fire exit of the old range. All agreed. Robert will order from Argos Fire Protection 
Ltd as they already service our other extinguishers. 

 Proposed experimental traffic regulation order – prohibition of motor vehicles – Langaton Lane
Closure is just the club’s side of the railway bridge. This is where we agreed for the closure to be at the
beginning of this process. The road will be closed to motor vehicles but open to bikes and pedestrians. 
The road was previously a rat run and dangerous for all road users as the vehicles often drove too fast 
for the road size.
Objections & other comments specifying the proposal & the grounds on which they are made must be 
in writing to the County Solicitor, County Hall, Topsham Road, Exeter EX2 4QD or online at: https://
devon.cc/langatonlaneetro  All members to be encouraged to respond positively to the position of the
closure as this is in the club’s best interests.

SECTION REPORTS

LSR DT – Competitions:
● Winter League Team competition -Round 10 of the Winter League Team competition has been 
shot and at the time of writing this report we do not yet have the results.
● Winter Individual League -Rounds 8-10 of the Winter Individual League still need to be shot and 
scored.
● NSRA/Eley Comp - We have one Member through to the Second round of the NSRA Eley LSR com-
petition. National they came 15th as an A shooter. We await stickers for round 2.
● Okehampton March Open - We won the LSR Open Team Club Championship.(can also personally 
report the breakfast at OSC is very good)
● Exeter & District Summer League - The LSR Section currently has 18 entries for the Exeter & Dis-
trict Summer League.
● NSRA Summer Postal Competition - The LSR Section has entered a Team of 3 (LWSR Precision) 
into the NSRA Summer Postal Competition . I was hoping we would be able to enter a second Team, 
but we didn’t have enough NSRSA full or associate members who were LSR shooters to form a 
second team.
● Steel Challenge - We have a contingent of competitors entering the Steel Challenge at Budleigh 
Farm on the 2nd of April. We are not expecting to win this competition as most of us have not shot this 
discipline before. Although, I believe one of our members did actually invent the competition many 
years ago.
Other
● LSR Club Instructors Course - I undertook an informal straw poll of our LSR shooters and 7 con-
firmed they would be interested in taking the NSRA LSR Club Instructors Course on a self-funding 
basis, if ran in the South West. I have passed this information onto the Training Officer. Even if all don’t
become active Club Instructors, I would see having trained Club Instructors in LSR as a positive
thing and would hope a percentage would become active instructors and go on to become coaches. 
And if the instructor training is self-funding there is no or little cost to the Club.

Air pistol CB – Now are we coming to the end of the winter league for 10m and 20yds, I am now 
looking for all members who wish to shoot in the summer league to enter now. There are 10m league 
and 20yd leagues. Entering these will also  help me to pick people to shoot in our county teams for 
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next year.
In the 20yd winter league this year the A team has just won Div 1!  Our B team was also in Div 1 and 
they came 4th. 
 in Div 2 our C team were in 2nd place until the last round when they beat Okehampton B leaving both 
with the same points. However, our C team won with a better gun score.  
In The 10m league I am still waiting for the last round to come back but currently Marius Burnicki is 
winning Div1 and Oliy Tozer is in 2nd place.  
In Div 5 Geoff Willis is in 2nd place.
In Div 6 Lindsay Agates is winning and Peter Hobbs is 2nd.
I will send out the final results when I receive the rd 10 scores.   

Prone Rifle DM - Well the winter leagues are all finished, I for one is looking forward to the outdoor 
shooting. The Devon Winter league went without too many hitches, a few shooters leaving to their 
cards to the very last day, which I have to say is a little inconvenient as the club is a fair way from my 
home to pick up the cards. However, the most important thing is that they were all shot and no exten-
sions needed. The A team won their division as did the D team. Not sure how Andrew and Rob will 
share the medal. Well done to the B and C teams, we did our best.
The final scores for the National competitions are not in as the last round has only just been posted, so
this will be updated at the next meeting.
We have several outdoor shoots coming up and I am hoping that if any of the new members who do 
not have a FAC and want to have a go, will be able to attend with the help of those who have. Perhaps
meeting at the club so they can pick up equipment and the FAC holding members can pick up the 
guns. It’s a chore I know but it mustn’t be left to just one or two members. The bunny shoot could be a 
good starter, as it is a Pinhoe shoot. Maybe some of the non-prone shooters with FAC’s could help at 
the shoot. Obviously it will be much easier when we can hold shoots at our own range. We can look 
into this at another time, starting small, inviting Devon clubs to an indoor/outdoor shoot perhaps.

Unfortunately the Pinhoe team lost to Bideford in the Devon final of the Kynoch competition. We wish 
Bideford well against the winning Cornish team, and hope they bring the shield home to Devon.

At the Okehampton shoot on 7th March, Peter Hobbs had a very impressive win. Mike Taylor, Lindsay 
Agates, Peter Hobbs and Robin Batten won the team of 4 competition.

Benchrest BE – Amazing that another month has flown past and we have now completed the Devon 
Winter League. I won’t bore you with the figures as they are available on our website and WhatsApp 
page, suffice to say that we had the largest contingent with 5 teams. Team A running at either first or 
second with all of the other teams doing the Club proud, particularly when remembering that most of 
our members are new to the sport. Final results should be available shortly. 
We had two members enter the Eley/NSRA Competition, one being placed in group A the other in B. 
Our A group members was just edged out but our B group member is through to the second round. 
We have in the region of 20 members currently signed up for the Exeter and District Summer League 
and 8 or so for the Devon Summer League, it is hoped that we may get a few more but the current 
level of enthusiasm is exciting. 
A programme of cleaning the BR rifles has been commenced with the welcome assistance of Chris B.. 
Tony Godden has donated the use of a new and oversized bench in order to accommodate those 
shooters wishing to shoot Prone or Benchrest from a bench, using sling etc., rather than a scope, for 
which we are most grateful. It shy be noted that it is dual use ( left/right handed) 
The two Rests which were donated by BR members are now in use. 
We are still avidly looking for a good quality, reasonably priced left hand rifle for the left-handed mem-
bers who are being very patient. 
Having grown so rapidly since the opening of the new range we appear to have weathered the initial 
chaos quite well and no doubt as a result of the amazing support from a goodly number of longer 
serving members, we also appear to be retaining the level with some very keen, enthusiastic and 
skilled new members. 
It is essential that we retain the enthusiasm and foster even greater interest (not too sure that is actu-
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ally possible) our new members are already keen, enthusiastic and pulling well together. 
We really must now get ourselves organised in our ability to train and coach these new members so 
that they not only improve their individual skills for their own satisfaction but also for the betterment of 
the Club.
Financial Update – RB 
Bank Balances report circulated already!

Accounts  System  –  Proposal  to  get  Xero,  the  cloud  based  accounts  system  –  information
already circulated to committee members.
Robert  shared  how the  new accounting  system could  be  used  and  how it  will  stop  the  need  for
duplicating information, which is happening at the moment. The system could transform the way sales,
subscriptions, standing orders etc are recorded, simplifying the nightly recording and accounting.

All the club would need is an old computer/laptop with an internet browser.  I think I have one at home
we could use.  The club would need internet access which it has at present through the personal loan
of my Huawei MIFI unit which has a Vodafone card giving unlimited data access but only when I am
not on holiday and take it away from the club!  So we might need a permanent WIFI system or expand
the one used for the CCTV cameras.

Xero is a monthly subscription based system. There is no other way to access it.  The cost is £18.20p
per month plus VAT = £21.84p per month or £262.08p per annum which equates to a fraction less than
the cost of my annual sub and gun storage fees!

https://www.xero.com/uk/try/accounting-software-1/?
gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7I2Jqs3r9gIVQtTtCh2MCwk2EAAYASAAEgKg0_D_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds

Robert will demonstrate to Lindsay and Robin what can be achieved with this system. All agreed for
Robert to keep exploring this system.
PRESS/EVENTS

Articles/results in press – great article in On Target, thank you Rob.

Pinhoe bunny shoot is on 24th April at Budleigh Farm with the rapid rabbit shoot after it. This is a good 
competition to encourage inexperienced shooters to take part in. It is a 50m shoot for prone and 
benchrest.

County dinner and prize giving – Fri 29th April at Exminster Golf Centre. Need to encourage as many 
members as possible to attend, especially those who have won prizes.

South West regional shoot combined with Pinhoe Really Serious shoot – 3rd July. Forms will be out 
soon.

Possible social event in May – could be a barbecue, hopefully will tie in with the opening of the link 
building. Claire will discuss with members and progress this.
AOB:

 Approach from club regarding FAC delays
It is understandable that people are frustrated but individuals or the club contacting the Firearms 
Department will just cause more delays. The need for a doctor’s certificate has been backdated to all 
those applications or renewals that are underway and this has caused a great backlog which they are 
working through as fast as they can. We need to be patient and to encourage members to refrain from 
approaching them unless it is an emergency.

 Use of exemption certificate
This has been explored further due to the delays with members getting their FAC’s through. This gives 
us the opportunity as a club to obtain and own firearms and ammunition outside of our FAC. We don’t 
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strictly need to get a variation to the club FAC to be able to add more rifles at this time. CB is not keen 
on this idea as he holds the club FAC but there will be further investigation into the way this could 
happen and managed safely.

 Carrying club rifles by FAC holders – rules and paperwork required
NSRA Exemption Certificate allows nominated club members to carry club firearms to and from 
competitions for those who do not have an FAC. Committee stipulated that the person carrying them 
must have their own personal FAC. The club needs to issue a letter to show which firearms are being 
carried and how much ammo, where the competition is and the date. A copy of the club FAC also 
needs to accompany this. LA has created a pro forma, will add the information as needed and issue 
the letter to anyone who needs to carry club firearms and/or ammo. 

 Scouts
MT and LA met with the Scout Leader for the local scouts and he is interested in setting up taster 
sessions for groups of scouts to try out shooting. We are waiting for him to come back with suggestions
for dates. AV has also been contacted by the Scout Commissioner with an enquiry about training scout
leaders to be able to supervise and instruct on shooting sessions.

 Action Air (DT)  I would like to seek approval in principle to run an Action Air taster/basic 
training session at the Club for the benefit of our members – all agreed to take this 
proposal forward and make further investigations.

I have an Action Air Instructor/Coach who will come to the Club, provide all the equipment, 
consumables and targets and will run a half-day session on our premises for £35 for adults /£30 for 
juniors based on 8 candidates 
Airsoft is covered by the NSRA Club insurance, Action Air is the safer and more regulated form of 
Airsoft.
The initial stage would be to approach the membership to gauge the level of interest to run a half-day 
fun taster & basic training session on the Scott Langley Range. (I would be happy to take responsibility
to ensure the waste plastic BBs are cleared from the range after the session) on a weekend.  

What is Action Air 
Action Air is a target shooting sport which is an IPSA/ UKPSA discipline using Airsoft guns which are 
either legally classified as toys or as “realistic imitation firearms” depending on what colour the guns 
are.
Unlike Airsoft Skirmishing, Action Air does not involve shooting at another human being, but only at 
targets and unlike Airsoft Skirmishing. In Action Air. The four golden rules of firearms safety are taught,
used and enforced. 
The “guns” used in Action Air fire plastic  BBs (biodegradable if shot outside) with a force of less than 
2.5 joules (1.8 ft. lb).  On bare skin, a shot from an Airsoft gun may cause a small bruise. Safety 
glasses are compulsory when shooting Action Air.  However, as Action Air as a Sport treats the guns 
as if they were real firearms, injuries are very rare. (I am unaware of  any in the  UK)
Wearing lycra is not compulsory, and wearing military or police style clothing whilst competing is 
banned. 
Here are some films that explain the sport further:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKfhwLJSSI0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkk-vIpHQdg
The films show Action Air being shot with pistols, but Action Air  can we shot with carbines and Airsoft 
shotguns and there a few three gun style competitions starting to happen,
Action Air is a fast-growing Target Sport with a younger age profile and could, longer term, be another 
discipline the Club could offer.
Here is a link to the IPSA rules for Action Air https://www.ipsc.org/pdf/RulesAir.pdf

 Proposal to extend the reserved club gun scheme (DT/SF)
We would like a in principle approval of the proposal that: “The club extends the current 
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“reserved club gun scheme” to be open to all full club members. To enable this, the 
individual member would fund the club in the form of a deposit/donation. To purchase a 
firearm to be owned by the club, but for reserved use by that member.” 
If approved a subcommittee would be formed to work out the details of how the scheme would work.
This needs further exploration as there are complications if this is introduced. SF, DT and BE to form a 
sub-committee to look at the implications and working practices needed.

Meeting Closed – 21:30

Date of Next Meeting – Thurs 28th April 7pm at the club.
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